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Q1.point out slums in peahawar. What would you 

recommend to improve livelihood of people living in 

slums? While suggesting slum improvements keep the 

current economic and political situation of the 

government in mind as well as pay careful attention to 

the context. 

Ans: Names of slums in peshawar: 

        1.shaheed abaad 

        2.changar abaad 

        3.taaj abaad 

        4.gujjar camp 

Gujjar camp: 

Gujjar camp is located at  

71.4715°E, 34.0093°N near  



Peshawar University. In West it is  

bounded by the Kabul river  

tributary. The slum is not directly  

accessible through a road. The  

nearest transport terminal is  

available at a distance of 1.5  

kilometres on Palosi road in the  

East through the University of  

Peshawar campus, and another  

access is situated 1 kilometre 

away towards the South on Canal  

Road and is accessible through 

congested streets. The nearby  

slum of Gujjar Camp is Tajabad. 

Gujjar camp is a haphazard settlement of mud houses 

built across the slum with no proper  

planned streets or  

mohallas. All the  

inhabitants are Afghan  



refugees who settled in  

this area in 1980s’ after  

fleeing the Soviet War in  

Afghanistan. 

Currently, there are about  

400 to 500 houses in the  

slum, with an average  

household size of 11  

members. 

Improvement or upgradation of living hood in gujjar 

camp: 

There two ways for upgradation 

1.complete removal method: 

In this method the weak or bad conditioned houses and 

infrastructures are completely removed and renewed in 

a reliable way. 

2.gradsual upragadion method: 

In this method the bad conditioned houses and infra 

structures are not completely removed but repaired. 



Now looking at the condition of our government we can 

apply the 2nd method because the economic and political 

situations are not that good. 

So the steps we should take for usual upgradation of 

Gujjar camp are: 

 

 

Steps for gradual upgradation: 

.As we can see the main step for the upgradation of 

Gujjar camp is to built road so the can get access to easy 

traveling for education and health facilities etc. 

.there is no arrangement people have built houses with 

out proper planning which is the main reason for water 

pollution and other diseases. 

.All the houses are mostly made of mud and other less 

accurate materials which is a serious threat to their 

safety we should try to repair most of them. 

.There are no proper canals for used water to flow due to 

which it mixes with clean water and cause health issues 

the arrangement of water flow should be organised well.   



.The people should have access to quality education so 

they can know and cooperate with government by 

changing their ways of life. 

 

 

 

 

Q2.Explain the pattern and structure of Islamabad 

master plan. Also mention what could have be done to 

make this plan better or mention what was wrong while 

planning Islamabad by criticizing it. 

 



Ans: This is the master plane of Islamabad.                                      

 

No we can see that the patterns  and structures of 

Islamabad master plan are explained in the above map.  

The lines shows streets and roads while the different 

colours shows different areas according to their 

existence for example the green area shows forests trees 

etc which is not residential area and the blue colour 

shows the flow of water in different parts the pink colour 

shows that these areas are less crowded while the red 

colour shows high crowded and residential areas. The 



grey cubes are different passes highly managed and well 

organised areas where high and middle class  lives. 

 The master plan of Islamabad was given in 1960 when 

the capital was moved from Karachi. 

About the patterns and structure of Islamabad the map 

shows sector model and as well as multiple nuclei model. 

It shows sector model because all the offices in 

Islamabad originated from blue area multiple nuclei 

because as the population in blue area increased people 

started setting offices out. 

My opinion: 

It is a good plan but in my opinion as we know that 

Islamabad as the capital will have more population and is 

still increasing so they should follow the golden city 

theory to have an organised system. They should also 

have had given attention to many areas in the map and 

had made more use of it. They have also eliminated 

Rawalpindi from the plan which in my opinion is not 

good they may have their own issues but not including 

such residential and  developing area is not good. 

 

 



Ans3: Model of Peshawar: 

          The model of Peshawar is best represented by 

multiple nuclei model because there are more than one 

(CBD) according to map given below.  

 

The peahawar map is a form of topographic and 

cylindrical map. 

It is topographic because it shows only physical features 

and landscapes. 

It is a kind of cylindrical in shape that’s why we can say 

that it is cylindrical. 

The end.    



                    This is the best we can do from online classes 

now its up to you mam. thanks.    


